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SUMMARY

Tonal languages differ from other languages in their use of pitch (tones) to distinguish words. Lifelong expe-
rience speaking and hearing tonal languages has been argued to shape auditory processing in ways that
generalize beyond the perception of linguistic pitch to the perception of pitch in other domains like music.
We conducted a meta-analysis of prior studies testing this idea, finding moderate evidence supporting it.
But prior studies were limited by mostly small sample sizes representing a small number of languages and
countries, making it challenging to disentangle the effects of linguistic experience from variability in music
training, cultural differences, and other potential confounds. To address these issues, we used web-based
citizen science to assess music perception skill on a global scale in 34,034 native speakers of 19 tonal lan-
guages (e.g., Mandarin, Yoruba). We compared their performance to 459,066 native speakers of other lan-
guages, including 6 pitch-accented (e.g., Japanese) and 29 non-tonal languages (e.g., Hungarian). Whether
or not participants had takenmusic lessons, native speakers of all 19 tonal languages had an improved ability
to discriminate musical melodies on average, relative to speakers of non-tonal languages. But this improve-
ment came with a trade-off: tonal language speakers were also worse at processing the musical beat. The
results, which held across native speakers of many diverse languages and were robust to geographic and
demographic variation, demonstrate that linguistic experience shapes music perception, with implications
for relations between music, language, and culture in the human mind.

INTRODUCTION

From infancy and early childhood, we are surrounded by people
speaking and singing.1–9 This immersion continues throughout
the lifespan and is reinforced through our own language andmu-
sic production.

Human perception readily adapts to these soundscapes:
early speech experiences tune our hearing to the speech con-
trasts of our native language(s),10–12 and musical experiences
during the same time period are thought to have similar
‘‘perceptual narrowing’’ effects, biasing listeners’ interpreta-
tions of musical rhythm and pitch based on their own musical
cultures.13,14 These effects may cross domains. While music
training has minimal causal effects on high-level cognitive
skills,15,16 it may sharpen lower-level aspects of speech pro-
cessing17,18 and auditory perception.19 In the opposite direc-
tion, enhanced experience with the types of linguistic pitch

used in tonal languages has been argued to shape pitch pro-
cessing in music.20–22

Here, we study the latter possibility, to examine the effects of
language experience onmusic processing, with a focus on pitch.
Languages are often classified into three distinct categories
based on their use of pitch: tonal, non-tonal, and pitch-accented.
While all spoken languages convey information via pitch, tonal
languages, which represent over half the world’s languages
(including many East Asian, Southeast Asian, and African lan-
guages),23 use pitch lexically at the word level. The consonants
and vowels of a tonal language syllable are pronounced in
conjunction with different pitch levels or shapes to signify
different meanings.24,25 A canonical example is the Mandarin
syllablema, which has different meanings depending on its tonal
contour (i.e., level, rising, falling-rising, or falling). This property
requires pitch sensitivity in both speakers and listeners, lest
one scold (ma

‘
) one’s mother (ma) instead of one’s horse (m!a).
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The lexical use of pitch in tonal languages is distinct from how
pitch is otherwise used in speech. For example, many languages
use pitch to convey affect26; to cue non-lexical meaning (e.g.,
helping to differentiate between questions and statements)27,28;
to emphasize information29; to cue sentence structure with
metrical stress patterns,30 supporting comprehension31; and/or
as a cue to speech categories, as in infant- or child-directed
speech.32 While these many uses of pitch are typical of speech
in both tonal and non-tonal languages (e.g., many Indo-
European, South Asian, or Australian languages),33 in non-tonal
languages, pitch is never used lexically to denote word mean-
ings. Last, pitch-accented languages form an intermediate cate-
gory with limited or mixed use of lexical pitch (e.g., Croatian)25;
note, however, that whether pitch-accented languages form a
coherent standalone category or whether they are better consid-
ered on a spectrum between tonal and non-tonal languages,
with some mixed cases, is a matter of debate.34–36 As pitch-ac-
cented languages are not our primary focus, here we treat them
as a separate group from tonal and non-tonal languages, but
also conduct some analyses at the language level rather than
the language-type level.
The special role of pitch in tonal languages has motivated the

hypothesis that speaking a tonal language sharpens pitch
perception in a domain-general fashion. Indeed, compared to
speakers of non-tonal languages, native speakers of at least
some East and/or Southeast Asian tonal languages not only bet-
ter discriminate the tones of their native language and those of
other tonal languages they do not speak,37–39 but also may
have stronger categorical perception for non-speech pitch pat-
terns generally. Speakers of East/Southeast Asian tonal lan-
guages also have distinct neural responses to pitch in brain
areas associated with early auditory processing.37,40–43

Might domain-general auditory processing advantages trans-
fer to enhanced pitch processing in music? Many studies have
tested this question by comparing native speakers of tonal and
non-tonal languages on a variety of musical pitch perception
tasks. Some studies report that tonal language speakers excel
at discriminating melodic patterns20,44–49 or at discerning fine-
grained pitch difference either in isolation or in the context of de-
tuned intervals, contours, and melodies.21,46,50,51 But other
studies fail to replicate these patterns, both for melodic discrim-
ination52–54 and fine-scale pitch discrimination.22,41,49,54–56

Some studies even find that tonal language speakers have
more trouble distinguishing musical pitch contours, suggesting
that lexical tone experience could interfere with pitch perception
in some contexts.52,53,55,57

More generally, because the vast majority of participants
in these studies were native speakers of a small number of
tonal and non-tonal languages from two non-overlapping
geographic areas (East Asia for tonal languages, with most
participants being native speakers of Mandarin or Cantonese;
North America for non-tonal languages, with most participants
being English speakers), it remains unclear whether patterns
of results across these studies reflect effects of tonal versus
non-tonal language experience in general, effects of growing
up in an East Asian versus Western culture, or some interac-
tion between the two.
In this paper, we first assess the current degree of evidence, via

meta-analysis, for an effect of tonal language experience on

music processing. Then, we report new data from a massive on-
lineexperiment that recruitedaglobal sample, to directlymeasure
the relation between linguistic experience and music perception
across many tonal, non-tonal, and pitch-accented languages.

RESULTS

Meta-analytic effects of tonal language experience on
music processing ability
Weaggregated summary information from20prior studies ofmu-
sic perception and tonal language experience (see STAR
Methods for thesearchcriteria) andstudied themwith random-ef-
fectsmeta-analysismodels.Because there is noconsensus in the
literature about what specificmusic processing ability to expect a
tonal language advantage on, we grouped the prior studies into
three rough categories: melody, fine-grained pitch, and rhythm.
We built separate meta-analytic models for each group.
The results are in Figure 1. The overall effect size estimate sug-

gests that native speakers of tonal languages have a statistically
significant advantage in melodic processing (standardized
mean difference: 0.501, 95% CI = [0.192, 0.81], p = 0.004).
Native tonal language speakers, however, did not differ statisti-
cally from non-tonal speakers for either fine-grained pitch pro-
cessing (standardized mean difference: 0.262, 95% CI =
[!0.015, 0.538], p = 0.062) or rhythm processing (standardized
mean difference: !0.008, 95% CI = [!0.14, 0.125], p = 0.893).
The meta-analyses also identified three serious concerns, how-
ever, which preclude any generalized claim about the effects of
tonal language experience on music processing ability.
First, and most importantly, prior studies sample tonal lan-

guages narrowly, typically comparing Mandarin or Cantonese
speakers from mainland China to English speakers from the
United States. Of the tonal language speakers in prior studies,
approximately 92% spoke Mandarin or Cantonese, and of the
non-tonal speakers, approximately 85% spoke English. As
such, no claim about the effects of language experience on mu-
sic perception on the basis of the prior literature is justifiable
because it is not clear whether prior effects generalize beyond
a few frequently studied languages.
Second, the majority of prior studies have low statistical po-

wer, due their small sample sizes, which may produce unreliable
group-level estimates of effects and increase the risk of bias.58

We estimated the power of each prior study to detect effects
of d = 0:5, a ‘‘medium’’ size effect comparable to the meta-an-
alytic effect estimated for melodic discrimination tasks (Table 1).
Across the three categories of music processing tasks, power
was low (for studies of melodic discrimination, median power =
0.49; for fine-grained pitch discrimination, median power =
0.29; for rhythm tasks, median power = 0.48).
Third, participants’ musical training experience has rarely

been accounted for in the meta-analyzed studies. At best, this
contributes additional unsystematic variation within a sample,
reducing statistical power. Access to musical training and the
form of this musical training, however, may also vary systemati-
cally between countries,59 potentially leading to biased esti-
mates of music perception abilities. Because the vast majority
of participants in prior studies of tonal language experience
and music perception ability include native speakers of two lan-
guages (i.e., Mandarin and Cantonese) from one country, this
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issue presents a substantial threat to the validity of prior findings:
any systematic biases could produce effects erroneously attrib-
uted to differences in tonal language experience rather than cul-
tural experience.

Thus, themeta-analysis demonstrates evidence for a potential
effect of tonal language experience on melodic discrimination
ability and finer-grained pitch discrimination ability, but a lack
of linguistic diversity, low statistical power, and high likelihood
of systematic bias in the samples studied warrant caution and
call into question the reproducibility and generalizability of these
findings.60,61 These issues can be addressed by studying many
native speakers of many languages, from different countries,
with and without music training experience, all of whom com-
plete the same assessments of music processing ability.

Citizen-science experiment
We report such a test here, using methods of gamification and
citizen science62–65 to recruit 493,100 people from 203 countries

across the globe, including 34,034 native speakers of 19 tonal
languages, 16,868 native speakers of 6 pitch-accented lan-
guages, and 442,198 native speakers of 29 non-tonal languages
(Figure 2; see STAR Methods for detailed information about the
sample).

Tonal language experience shapes music processing
Native speakers of tonal languages had a reliable advantage in
melodic discrimination compared to speakers of non-tonal and
pitch-accented languages (Figure 3; full statistical reporting is
in Table 1), with an effect size of substantive practical signifi-
cance (b = 0.216, t = 4.681, p < 0.001), roughly half the size of
the effect of having taken music lessons (an experience that
one should reasonably expect to directly improve music percep-
tion ability). This result replicates the first meta-analytic result,
previously shown mainly in Mandarin and Cantonese speakers
compared to English speakers (seeMeta-analytic effects of tonal
language experience on music processing ability section),

Figure 1. Meta-analytic evidence for the effects of tonal language experience on music processing
Meta-analytic effects estimated for melody processing, fine-grained pitch processing, and rhythm processing, aggregated from 20 prior studies. Results show a

statistically significant advantage in melody processing for speakers of tonal languages compared to non-tonal languages (p = 0.005) of roughly half a standard

deviation in size. Fine-grained pitch processing and rhythm processing did not show statistically significant differences (p > 0.05). These findings are, however,

limited by the lack of diversity in sampling of languages and countries, andmostly small sample sizes. The table contains detailed information about the study and

measures used, and the language composition of the participants in each study is included in the table. The figure embeddedwithin the table shows the estimated

effects for each study individually (modeled as random effects), with 95% confidence intervals indicated by the cross bars. The bolded diamond-shaped points

represent the overall fixed-effect estimates for each of the three study categories (melody, fine-grained pitch, and rhythm).
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demonstrating that the tonal language advantage for melodic
discrimination generalizes to many additional languages.
Also consistent with the meta-analysis, there was no clear

advantage for tonal language speakers on the vocal mistuning
task (b = !0.087, t = !1.961, p = 0.055; Table 1), despite the
fact that the task did reliably demonstrate clear performance
differences between those with and without music training
(b = 0.417, t = 149.319, p < 0.001). In other words, while some
experiences (e.g., musical training) do shape fine-grained
pitch perception in the context of vocal mistuning, there seems
to be minimal or no effect of tonal language experience on this
ability.
Last, contrary to the meta-analytic results, which found no ef-

fect of tonal language experience on rhythm perception, native
speakers of tonal languages performedworse in beat perception
relative to the non-tonal and pitch-accented groups (b =!0.225,
t =!7.035, p < 0.001). Like the melodic discrimination effect, the
size of this effect was large, approaching the size of effects of
having taken music lessons (Figure 3).

Language-type effects are consistent across languages
To examine the degree to which the main effects held across
the different tonal languages studied, we first examined lan-
guage-wise estimates derived from the mixed-effects model.
These showed a high degree of consistency in main effects
within each language group (Figure 4). For example, on the
melodic discrimination task, 19 of 19 tonal language groups
had an estimated advantage over the non-tonal language
average (p < 0.05), whereas 19 of 19 had an estimated disad-
vantage on the beat perception task (p < 0.05).
We then tested whether speakers of tonal and non-tonal lan-

guages could be distinguished on the basis of only their music
perception scores, using a permuted linear discriminant function
analysis66 (Figure S2; STAR Methods). The results robustly
replicated themain findings. Speakers of tonal and non-tonal lan-
guages could be reliably distinguished on average for both
melodic discrimination (p < 0.001) and beat alignment (p =
0.004) tasks, but not for themistuning perception task (p = 0.099).

We then repeated these analyses to compare pitch-accented
to non-tonal languages. Here, the approach failed to replicate
the small advantage to pitch-accented language speakers on
the beat alignment task (p = 0.059) identified by our mixed-effect
modeling analysis (Table 1) but did find a small advantage for
vocal mistuning (p = 0.045). We take this mixed result as cause
to not interpret either effect for speakers of pitch-accented lan-
guages, given both the less clear theoretical basis for such an
effect and the noted ambiguity of the pitch-accented language
type.36

Effects of tonal language experience are not
attributable to measured third variables
We tested whether the observed language-type effects were
driven by systematic variability across participants of three types.
First, we tested whether the socioeconomic status of partici-

pants was associated with their task scores, as socioeconomic
status may vary systematically with both country and native lan-
guage in our data, and may mediate the opportunities a person
has for musical development. For participants who reported
living in the United States, we collected additional demographic
information. To assess how socioeconomic status may mediate
the main findings, we analyzed this subset of participants who
reported income information (n = 82,727). Despite being
restricted to the United States, this sub-sample was nonetheless
linguistically diverse, including 3,335 speakers of 14 tonal lan-
guages, 189 speakers of 6 pitch-accented languages, and
79,203 speakers of 29 non-tonal languages. We analyzed these
data using a mixed-effect model of the same structure used in
the main analysis, except with an additional fixed-effect term
for income. The results show that while income does positively
predict performance, such that those with higher incomes
tended to perform better, the tonal languagemelodic discrimina-
tion advantage and beat alignment disadvantage held robustly
after accounting for these income effects (full statistical reporting
is in Table S3).
Second, we examined whether systematic variation in

education between speakers of different languages may have

Table 1. Fixed effects from random-effects models for each of the three musical tasks

Term

Melodic discrimination Mistuning perception Beat alignment

b SE t b SE t b SE t

Language: Tonal 0.216 0.046 4.681*** !0.087 0.044 !1.961 !0.225 0.032 !7.035***

Language: Pitch-accented 0.009 0.059 0.156 0.03 0.058 0.523 0.091 0.039 2.333*

Music lessons: Yes 0.501 0.003 147.329*** 0.417 0.003 149.319*** 0.274 0.003 86.837***

Age 0.004 0.000 25.854*** 0.003 0.000 21.329*** !0.002 0.000 !15.374***

Gender: Male 0.107 0.003 34.964*** !0.042 0.003 !16.706*** 0.142 0.003 50.006***

Gender: Other 0.044 0.012 3.707*** !0.072 0.01 !7.328*** 0.046 0.011 4.095***

Tonal 3 music lessons !0.032 0.013 !2.448* !0.016 0.011 !1.539 0.059 0.012 4.833***

Pitch-accented 3 music lessons 0.084 0.017 5.058*** 0.055 0.014 4.009*** !0.009 0.015 !0.587

Intercept !0.196 0.026 !7.56*** 0.113 0.025 4.526*** !0.022 0.018 !1.229

The models estimate the effect of natively speaking a tonal or pitch-accented language on each of the three music perception tests, relative to

speaking a non-tonal language, while adjusting for age, gender, whether the person has had music lessons, and the interaction between having

had music lessons and the effect of language type. Random intercepts for the participant’s native language and their country of residence are also

included in the model and visualized in Figure 4. The focal effects of speaking a tonal language for each of the musical tests also robustly replicate

when additionally adjusting for income (Table S3), education (Table S4), or world region (Table S5). ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.
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driven the observed differences in their performance. Among
participants who reported their educational background (n =
477,906), we again conducted a mixed-effect analysis of the
same structure as the main analysis with an additional fixed
term for participants’ education level. While education positively
predicted performance on all three tasks, the main language-
type effects replicated (Table S4).

Last, we tested whether proximity to ‘‘Western’’ culture could
explain the main findings, as the mistuning perception and beat
alignment task stimuli used Western-style popular music; while
globalized musical styles make this unlikely, it is possible that
the degree of familiarity with this musical style systematically
varies between tonal and non-tonal language speakers, which
could confound the main findings. We compared the results
of the main model in two subsets of the participants (combined
n = 211,256): those who resided in a primarily non-English-
speaking Eastern country (China, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Thailand, and Vietnam) versus an English-speaking Western
country (United States, United Kingdom, New Zealand,
Australia, and Canada). The main language-type effects repli-
cated, and the results (Table S5) showed only a small, signifi-
cant effect of region (West versus East) on the mistuning
perception task.

Taken together, these exploratory analyses show that while
socioeconomic status, education, and exposure to Western cul-
ture can correlate with participant performance, these potential
confounders cannot account for the observed language-type ef-
fects reported here.

DISCUSSION

We found a clear link between linguistic experience and music
processing abilities: native speakers of tonal languages per-
formed better than native speakers of non-tonal languages on
a task that required discriminating changes in melodic patterns
and worse on a task requiring the perception of a beat. In
each case, the effect size associated with being a tonal language
speaker was roughly half as large as the effect of receiving
music lessons, indicating an effect of substantive practical
significance. There was no effect of language experience on
the perception of fine-grained pitch, however, despite the fact
that musical training was reliably associated with increased

Figure 2. Sample sizes for each language,
grouped by language type
The font of each language’s name is scaled pro-

portionally to that language’s sample size. Hori-

zontal positions are jittered to improve readability.

The right panel shows additional tonal languages

with smaller sample sizes included in the analyses

to increase the diversity of the tonal language

sample.

ability for this task. This is consistent
with the fact that tonal languages do not
require distinguishing fine-grained pitch
patterns.

Our results are likely to generalize,
given that they held across thousands

of native speakers of 19 tonal languages and hundreds of
thousands of native speakers of 29 non-tonal languages,
each sampled from over 100 countries around the world.
The tonal languages include not only East Asian languages
(e.g., Mandarin, Cantonese) commonly examined by prior
studies, but also Southeast Asian and African languages
(e.g., Burmese, Igbo, Shona) that have rarely or never been
studied in the context of music perception research. The
non-tonal languages in our study include speakers of lan-
guages as diverse as Arabic, Catalan, Hindi, and Ukrainian,
along with non-tonal languages from South/Southeast Asia,
such as Indonesian, Tagalog, and Malay. Inclusion of these
Asian languages constitutes an especially strong test, since
their speakers may be more likely to share cultural similarities
to speakers of tonal languages in those regions, thereby help-
ing to rule out cultural confounds.
Our results also help clarify the previously mixed pattern of re-

sults concerning the effects of linguistic experience on music
processing across different tasks and samples. For example,
an advantage for tonal language speakers in melodic pattern
processing is consistent with the majority of previous
studies,20,44–46,48,49 though not all of them.52–54 Meanwhile,
similar levels of performance on the fine-grained pitch task be-
tween tonal and non-tonal language speakers are supported
by some prior studies,41,53–56 but not other studies that point
to a tonal advantage/disadvantage on related tasks.21,22,50–52,57

Last, while rhythmic abilities in tonal language speakers have
been less studied,49,67 a disadvantage in beat discrimination is
consistent with recent work showing that tonal speakers give
more weight to pitch cues than duration cues; this weighting
cuts across auditory domains.68 By leveraging a consistent set
of tasks and a large sample size, our results make clear that
speaking a tonal language has a measurable connection to mu-
sic perception ability—but not a uniform one, as this linguistic
experience produces both positive and negative effects on
perceptual abilities of different types.
Why might tonal language experience have these specific

effects on music perception? The answer may lie in the
shared mechanisms and neural processing resources associ-
ated with auditory perception, whether applied to language or
music.17,19,21,27,69–71 Both tonal languages and music rely on
specialized pitch-based sound categories (tone contours or
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levels in speech; pitch motifs and melodies in music). If these
categories are learned and processed through shared,
domain-general mechanisms, then improving the efficiency
of these mechanisms through practice in either domain
should result in mutual improvements.27,57,69,72–74 But not all
is shared. Music relies more on fine-grained pitch structure,
even compared to tonal languages, as it is required to sup-
port the processing of pitch in the context of a tonal hier-
archy.75–78 This may explain why tonal language experience
did not have an effect on fine-grained pitch processing in
music.
Our results do not explain, however, how these shared mech-

anisms might be improved by experience. One possibility is that
language experience could shape domain-general perceptual
strategies regarding inferences about high-level perceptual cat-
egories on the basis of low-level cues: acquired perceptual
biases (i.e., from tonal language experience) may aid the pro-
cessing of some stimuli while worsening the processing of
others. In speech, listeners give more perceptual weight to
cues that are more informative in discriminating contrasts that
are salient in their native language,68,79 and tonal language
speakers rely more heavily on pitch to categorize and produce
speech stress when acquiring a non-tonal L2 language
compared to native speakers.80,81

Similarly, people with pitch perception deficits learn to
compensate for their deficits by giving more weight to durational
cues when decoding speech prosody.68,82 Recent evidence
suggests that similar effects emerge in music perception: Man-
darin speakers have difficulty ignoring pitch cues relative to En-
glish and Spanish speakers, who have been found to more
frequently make decisions based on duration cues.68 In turn,
this is consistent with theories of the overlapping mechanisms
of basic auditory perception.17,18,70,83,84 Our findings unite these
results and show their generality.
While the scope of our data collection allowed for analysis of

music processing abilities in thousands of native speakers of
six pitch-accented languages, the findings concerning these
speakers were murky and failed to replicate across different
analysis approaches. Within-language group variability was
also high (Figure 4) for pitch-accented languages, suggesting
no common group advantage/disadvantage across speakers
of pitch-accented languages. This, of course, is complicated

by the inherently fuzzier nature of classification of pitch-
accented languages, relative to tonal languages.34–36 Further
work that codifies that nature of both linguistic and musical
pitch use across this set of generally understudied languages
may provide more clarity. We encourage interested readers
to re-analyze the open-access data reported here, using
alternative classifications of languages in the ‘‘pitch-accented’’
category.
We note several other limitations. First, while we accounted

for how much musical training participants had, we did not
measure how long they engaged with this training, its intensity,
or its type. As a result, our estimates of the effect of musical
training have greater uncertainty (although the analyses for par-
ticipants with no musical training, which largely replicate the
main effects, help to mitigate this concern). Second, partici-
pants only reported their first language, so we were unable to
examine the effects of bilingualism or multilingualism,85–87 or
assess whether fluently speaking both tonal and non-tonal lan-
guages (e.g., Mandarin and English) might have contributed
additional variability in our results. Third, there are a host of
other unmeasured cultural, environmental, and genetic factors
that surely affect musical abilities. Moreover, these likely
interact with each other, complicating causal inferences from
the observational data we collected (see, e.g., recent findings
that genetics and musical experience both influence linguistic
tone perception in Cantonese).88 These and other limitations
will be best addressed through a variety of methodologies,
including more targeted, smaller-scale approaches (including
fieldwork) that complement the broad web-based citizen-sci-
ence approach used here.
In sum, our results show that across a range of geographic

and demographic contexts, linguistic experience alters music
perception ability in reliable (but not unitary) fashions. This im-
plies that substantively different domains of auditory perception
recruit at least some shared processing resources, which them-
selves are shaped by auditory experience.

STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper
and include the following:

Figure 3. Native speakers of tonal lan-
guages have an advantage in melodic
discrimination and a disadvantage in beat
alignment
The solid dots show the estimated effects of lan-

guage type, marginalizing over the average pro-

portions for ages and gender, on each of the three

music perception abilities tested, but without the

estimated effects of having had music lessons.

The additive marginal effects of having music

lessons are displayed with the faded triangles,

providing a comparison point for the language-

type effect sizes. After marginalization, for ease

of interpretability, a scalar transformation was

applied to the coefficients such that the "Non-

tonal" and "No music lessons" coefficients were equal to zero. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean. The dotted horizontal black line

indicates the baseline (y = 0). Full statistical reporting of the model’s untransformed fixed effects is in Table 1.
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Software and algorithms

Code for analysis and data visualization This paper; Github https://github.com/themusiclab/language-

experience-music

Code for melodic discrimination task Harrison et al., 201789; Github https://github.com/pmcharrison/mdt

Code for mistuning perception task Larrouy-Maestri et al., 201990; Github https://github.com/pmcharrison/mpt

Code for beat alignment task Harrison & Müllensiefen91; Github https://github.com/pmcharrison/cabat

R 4.2.2 Comprehensive R Archive Network https://cran.r-project.org/

jsPsych 6.1.0 de Leeuw 201592 https://www.jspsych.org

psychTestR Harrison, 202093; Github https://github.com/pmcharrison/psychTestR

Pushkin 0.0.1 (modified version) Hartshorne et al., 201964; Github https://github.com/pushkin-consortium/pushkin

Other

Preregistration Open Science Framework https://osf.io/xurdb

Web-based citizen science experiment This paper https://themusiclab.org/quizzes/miq
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onset age that was greater than their self-reported age (n = 370); (f) reported that they were participating in a noisy environment and
were not wearing headphones (n = 1,910; see ‘‘validation of self-reported headphone use’’ section for analysis of a manipulation
check to test whether participants were actually wearing headphones). 7,107 participants were excluded for meeting more than
one of the above criteria. The exclusion criteria were preregistered.
The resulting sample (n = 493,100; see Figure 2 and Table S1) included 34,034 native speakers of 19 tonal languages; 16,868 native

speakers of 6 pitch-accented languages; and 442,198 native speakers of 29 non-tonal languages.
Languages were primarily classified based on the World Atlas of Language Structures33 and the Lyon-Albuquerque Phonological

Systems Database.94 Languages that are not present in either database were classified according to information from the Phonetics
Information Base and Lexicon Database95 or other sources from the linguistics literature.96–107 A summary of all languages studied
here, with further classification details and language-wise sample sizes, is in Table S1.
In addition to participants’ music perception scores, we collected demographic information (gender, age, whether or not the partic-

ipant had taken music lessons, and the age at onset of those lessons). These data are reported in Table S2.

Validation of self-reported headphone use
Participants who self-reported that they were wearing headphones completed a 6-trial headphone detection task108 designed to be
easy for participants wearing headphones and difficult for those listening on free-field speakers. Out of the 346,562 participants who
indicated wearing headphones, 323,947 had clean and usable headphone detection data. The distribution of scores for these par-
ticipants (Figure S1) was strongly left-skewed with the median participant scoring 5.14 of 6 (100%) correct. This implies that the bulk
of participants who self-reported wearing headphones were, in fact, wearing headphones.

METHOD DETAILS

Meta-analysis selection criteria
We included in the meta-analysis only studies that examined the pitch-processing ability of native tonal and non-tonal language
speakers via behavioral measures. We searched for studies on Google Scholar using the terms (tone language OR tonal language)
AND (musical pitch perception) and inspected the first 200 results. In addition, we conducted forward and backward cross-refer-
encing of a review article on the link between musical and linguistic pitch.69 In the identified studies, we excluded those that (1)
focused exclusively on absolute pitch, amusia, categorical perception, or cross-modal abilities (e.g., identifying visual representa-
tions of musical intervals); (2) studied only musicians; and/or (3) recruited only children under the age of 8. Only studies that were
published and written in English were included. In all but one case, the participants studied were native speakers of the tonal
language in question. One study48 had some non-native speakers in the tonal language group. However, that study’s inclusion or
exclusion from the meta-analyses did not substantively affect the estimates of meta-analytic effect sizes.

Experimental design and materials
Participants completed three music perception tasks measuring ability inmelodic discrimination,89mistuning perception,90 and beat
alignment.91 As in the original tasks, each subtask was presented adaptively via psychTestR.93 Tominimize the duration of the exper-
iment, we fixed the length of each subtask at 15 trials, the minimum number of trials with acceptably low mean standard errors, ac-
cording to the original task designs. Demographic items were presented via jsPsych.92 The citizen-science platform distributed the
experiments using a modified pre-release version of pushkin.64 Readers can try the three music perception tasks at https://
themusiclab.org/quizzes/miq.

Melodic discrimination task
Themelodic discrimination task assesses the ability to detect differences in relative pitch betweenmelodic patterns via a three-alter-
native forced-choice design (3AFC). Participants listened to three transpositions of the same melody and were asked to choose the
version in which a relative pitch interval was altered (the ‘odd one out’). The materials for the melodic discrimination task were gener-
ated algorithmically to achieve precise theory-based gradations in task difficulty as predicted by a cognitive model of melodic pro-
cessing.89 These melodies were synthesized using MIDI with an identical piano timbre and a tempo of 120 beats per minute.

Mistuning perception task
The mistuning perception task assesses the ability to identify small-pitch differences in vocal tuning relative to other musical parts
using a two-alternative forced-choice design (2AFC). Participants listened to two versions of a short musical excerpt, and in one
of the excerpts the vocal track was detuned from the background music. Participants were asked to identify the detuned version.
The materials for the mistuning perception task were derived from 37 royalty free excerpts of popular music songs that represent
several styles. For each excerpt, the detuned versions were generated where the vocal part was pitch-shifted either up or down
by an amount between 10 to 100 cents in 5-cent increments.90

Beat alignment task
The beat alignment task assesses the ability to detect synchronization between a click track and some music via a two-alternative
forced-choice design (2AFC). Participants listened to two versions of the same musical excerpt, both accompanied by a click track.
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One of the click tracks was misaligned by a constant proportion of the beat periodicity (where the proportion is within the range 0<
P%0:5, where P is the beat periodicity) and participants were asked to identify the track that was correctly aligned. The materials for
the beat alignment task were derived from 32 excerpts from the ‘Audio Network’ production music library and consist of a variety of
musical genres and meters. These tracks were then overlaid with the click track, consisting of sine tones with a frequency of 1000Hz
and a duration of 20ms with a 10ms fade out.91

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Meta-analysis data processing and analysis
To mitigate the confounding effect of musical training, we excluded data from musicians when separate groups of musicians/non-
musicians were recruited. The remaining studies that did not distinguish betweenmusicians and non-musicians had participants with
either minimal musical training or did not differ across tonal/non-tonal groups (For Jasmin et al. (2021),68 which studied several par-
ticipants with lengthy exposure tomusical training, we excluded thosewithmore than three years ofmusical training and recalculated
the relevant statistics). Additionally, we removedmeasures regarding long-termmemory for melody, measures regardingmemory for
isolated pitches (rather than melodic patterns), or that used speed of processing as the dependent variable. For the remaining pitch-
relevant tasks, we classified them into two categories: melodic pattern discrimination and fine-tuned pitch discrimination. Melodic
discrimination includes tasks that involve recognizing different note combinations, while fine-tuned pitch discrimination includes
tasks that concerns discerning fine-grained pitch differences. Additionally, we aggregated rhythm-related tasks (mostly used as con-
trol measures) across the studies into a separate rhythm category. Our classification scheme results in 12 melodic discrimination
effect sizes, 20 fine-tuned pitch discrimination effect sizes, and 7 rhythm effect sizes. Mean and standard deviation or Cohen’s
d were collected for all the relevant tasks.

Data from studies/tasks that contained multiple tonal/non-tonal language groups (e.g., separate English and Korean groups) or
reported their data at sub-task levels (e.g., 1/4 and 1/2 semitone for the pitch discrimination task) were further processed to produce
a composite score for each tonal/non-tonal group or task. Specifically, for studies that containedmultiple tonal/non-tonal groups, we

used the formula Xpooled = n1X1 + n2X2
n1 + n2

and SDpooled =
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deviation for the group. Meanwhile, for studies that reported data at sub-task levels, we used the formula Xpooled = 1
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vuut (assuming correlation between the sub-task conditions equals 1, since they are

targeting the same ability) to calculate a combined mean and standard deviation for the task for tonal and non-tonal language
speakers.109 This step produced one entry for each task, which we treat as our unit of analysis.

From the mean and standard deviation, we calculated Hedge’sG for each task and used it as our effect size measure. We then ran
a random-effects model for each category of the tasks. Please refer to https://github.com/themusiclab/language-experience-music/
blob/main/analysis/meta-analysis.Rmd for commented code of the analysis.

Analysis strategy for experimental results
To test whether musical abilities differ reliably as a function of native language type (i.e., tonal vs. pitch-accented vs. non-tonal), we
used mixed-effects linear regression adjusting for age, gender, whether the participant had taken music lessons (yes or no), and the
interaction between language-type and music-lessons; with random-effects for language and country. Non-tonal language, female
gender, and no-music-lessons were used as the reference levels for the fixed-effects. Stated in terms of {lmer} pseudo-code,110 this
model is as follows:

Performance $ Language type %Music lessons+Gender+Age+
ð1jlanguageÞ+ ð1jcountryÞ

The random-effect structure is particularly helpful for correcting for sampling imbalances, ensuring that no particular languages or
countries can dominate the overall effect, while also allowing us tomodel variation across languages and countries directly (see, e.g.,
Figure 4).

Note that this analysis approach deviates from our preregistered analysis plan, which involved applying a linear regression model
at several sampling levels, without random effects. We made this change on the suggestion of a reviewer and given the utility of
mixed-effects models in measuring cultural variation.62 For transparency, we report analyses and results from the preregistered
approach in the ‘Results from the preregistered analysis approach’ section; these largely replicate the main results.

Permuted linear discriminant function analysis
To test whether speakers of tonal and non-tonal languages could be distinguished on the basis of only their music perception scores,
we used a linear discriminant function analysis. To compensate for the multi-level structure of our data (scores nested within lan-
guages nested within language types), rather than a standard discriminant function analysis, we used a non-parametric permuta-
tional approach66 and ran it on the subset of the participants who indicated having not receivedmusical training and who were native
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speakers of languages with a sample size of at least 500. From this dataset, we drew nested random samples of 5 tonal languages
and 5 non-tonal languages; for each of the sampled languages, we sampled 100 participant scoreswith replacement and shuffled the
assignment of whether that participant was marked ‘‘tonal’’ or ‘‘non-tonal’’. We trained a linear discriminant function on 30% of that
sample, balancing across languages, and then used the trained model to predict whether the remaining 70% of the held-out sample
wasmarked ‘‘tonal’’ or ‘‘non-tonal’’, yielding a percentage-correct score. We repeated the process 10,000 times to construct the null
distribution for each of the three music perception tasks (see Figure S2). To estimate the actual classification performance, the same
nested sampling process was repeated 100 times for non-shuffled data, from which we obtained the mean proportions of correct
classification for each task.

Results from the preregistered analysis approach
In our preregistration (https://osf.io/xurdb), we specified an exploratory-confirmatory approach. For both sets of data, we planned
OLS regression models exploratory (n = 183,530) and confirmatory (n = 307,419) samples, controlling for age, gender, and music
lesson (yes or no). In addition, to further reduce the confounding effect of covariates, we planned OLS regression models on three
alternative samples, using different approaches to control for differences in music lesson experience, gender, and age (coarsened
into 10-year bands). The three versions of the data were a 1:1 exactly matched sample, a 1:1 exactly matched sample with only par-
ticipants who did not receive music lessons, and an inverse-probability weighted sample.111,112 The same simple linear regression
model Performance $ Language type was planned for each. Results from these exploratory and confirmatory analyses are pre-
sented in Table S6 for transparency. The main findings from the exploratory dataset replicated in the confirmatory dataset.
There are several limitations, however, that complicate the OLS results. First, the large sample size drove almost all effects to

statistical significance in a way that may not translate to practical significance. Second, the imbalanced representation of different
languages (e.g., dominance of English speakers in the non-tonal language group) may bias our estimates via cultural confounds
endemic to the dominant languages in each group. These limitations motivated our adoption of mixed-effect models as the main
analysis.
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